
BUILD CONNECTIVITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE

For the most part, every Lego piece connects to every other Lego piece.

There is no silo of blue pieces that refuse to connect with the reds.

Yellow pieces aren’t busy trying to establish their own kingdom. Larger

Lego pieces don’t take over meetings or demand more attention. All Lego

pieces work together toward a common purpose. Yes, I’m being a bit

lighthearted, but the point is useful.
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BUILD THE RIGHT TEAM

A decade ago, Lego was hemorrhaging money and directionally

floundering, much of their turnaround is credited to getting the right

people on the bus, starting with CEO Jørgen Vig Knudstorp. Knudstorp

provided the clarity, decision-making, and accountability needed to take

Lego through a very difficult period.

BUILD BASED ON THE VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

Lego customers spend an incredible 5 billion hours every year playing

with Lego products. Arguably, customers know more about Lego blocks

and mini figurines than some of the people who manufacture the product.

Although Steve Jobs famously said that "It's really hard to design products

by focus groups. A lot of times, people don't know what they want until

you show it to them." Lego has found the use of focus groups to be a

necessity. Watching children play with its products led to Lego creating

and launching the Lego Friends line in 2012. The Friends line doubled

first year sales projections and tripled overall corporate sales to girls in

2013.

BUILD STRONG PARTNERSHIPS

Lego has found tremendous success through building and nurturing

strong partnerships. The Lego Batman and Lego Star Wars products are

just two examples. By partnering and producing these products Lego has

raised the company's visibility, increased sales, and encouraged fans of

their partners to purchase and collect Lego products.
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Since inception, Lego has produced over 650 billion pieces. That's nearly 93 blocks
for every person on the planet. They've also manufactured 4 billion lego mini
figures - one small Lego 'person' for every 1.75 people on earth.

 
Ten years ago, Lego was struggling on every financial front and headed toward
ruin; however, they turned the business around and put themselves in a strong
position. In the past five years alone, the company has quadrupled revenue while
growing net income by 9% and gobbling up market share.
 
Here are 4 Business Building Blocks uncovered along the way. 
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